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The `CMI.measure` function is used to calculate the expected mutual information between two random variables conditioned on the third one from the joint count table.

```r
CMI.measure(XYZ, 
method = c("ML", "Jeffreys", "Laplace", "SG", "minimax", "shrink"),
lambda.probs, 
unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"),
verbose = TRUE)
```
CMI.measure

Arguments

- **XYZ**: a joint count distribution table of three random variables.
- **method**: six probability estimation algorithms are available, "ML" is the default.
- **lambda.probs**: the shrinkage intensity, only called when the probability estimator is "shrink".
- **unit**: the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".
- **verbose**: a logic variable. if verbose is true, report the shrinkage intensity.

Details

Six probability estimation methods are available to evaluate the underlying bin probability from observed counts:
- method = "ML": maximum likelihood estimator, also referred to empirical probability,
- method = "Jeffreys": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 0.5,
- method = "Laplace": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 1,
- method = "SG": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 1/length(XY),
- method = "minimax": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = sqrt(sum(XY))/length(XY),
- method = "shrink": shrinkage estimator.

Value

CMI.measure returns the conditional mutual information.

References


Examples

```r
# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
XYZ <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")

# corresponding conditional mutual information
CMI.measure(XYZ)
```
CMI.plugin

A plug-in calculator for evaluating conditional mutual information

Description

CMI.plugin measures the expected mutual information between two random variables conditioned on the third one from the joint probability distribution table.

Usage

CMI.plugin(probs, unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"))

Arguments

probs
the joint probability distribution table of three random variables.

unit
the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".

Value

CMI.plugin returns the conditional mutual information.

References


Examples

# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
count_xyz <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")

# the joint probability distribution table of the count data
library("entropy")
probs_xyz <- freqs.empirical(count_xyz)

# corresponding conditional mutual information
CMI.plugin(probs_xyz)
**discretize1D**  
*Discretize one-dimensional continuous data into bins*

**Description**

The function of `discretize1D` is used to assign the observations of a set of continuous random variables to bins, and returns a corresponding one-dimensional count table. Two of the most common discretization methods are available: "uniform width" and "uniform frequency".

**Usage**

```r
discretize1D(x, algorithm = c("uniform_width", "uniform_frequency"))
```

**Arguments**

- `x`: a numeric vector of the random variable.
- `algorithm`: two discretization algorithms are available, "uniform_width" is the default.

**Details**

Uniform width-based method ("uniform_width") divides the continuous data into N bins with equal width, while Uniform frequency-based method ("uniform_frequency") divides the continuous data into N bins with (approximate) equal count number. By default in both methods, the number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

**Value**

`discretize1D` returns a one-dimensional count table.

**Examples**

```r
# a numeric vector corresponding to a continuous random variable
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
discretize1D(x, "uniform_width")

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform frequency" algorithm
discretize1D(x, "uniform_frequency")
```
discretize1d.uniform_frequency

Discretize a set of continuous data into 1-dimensional bins by uniform frequency

Description

discretize1d.uniform_frequency assigns the observations of a continuous random variable to bins according to the "uniform frequency" method, and returns a corresponding count table.

Usage

`discretize1d.uniform_frequency(x)`

Arguments

- `x` a numeric vector of a random variable.

Details

Uniform frequency-based method ("uniform_frequency") divides the continuous data into N bins with (approximate) equal count number. The number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value

`discretize1d.uniform_frequency` returns a one-dimensional count table.

Examples

```r
# a numeric vector corresponding to a continuous random variable
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform frequency" algorithm
discretize1d.uniform_frequency(x)
```

discretize1d.uniform_width

Discretize a set of continuous data into 1-dimensional bins by "uniform width" method

Description

`discretize1d.uniform_width` assigns the observations of continuous random variables to bins according to the "uniform width" method, and returns a corresponding count table.
discretize2D

Usage

discretize1d.uniform_width(x)

Arguments

x a numeric vector of a random variable.

Details
Uniform width-based method ("uniform_width") divides the continuous data into N bins with equal width. The number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value
discretize1d.uniform_width returns a count table.

Examples

# a numeric vector corresponding to a continuous random variable
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
discretize1d.uniform_width(x)

discretize2D Discretize 2-dimensional continuous data into bins

Description
The function of discretize2D is used to assign the observations of two sets of continuous random variables to bins, and returns a corresponding two-dimensional count table. Two of the most common discretization methods are available: "uniform width" and "uniform frequency".

Usage

discretize2D(x, y, algorithm = c("uniform_width", "uniform_frequency"))

Arguments

x a numeric vector of the random variable x.

y a numeric vector of the random variable y.

algorithm two discretization algorithms are available, "uniform_width" is the default.
Details
Uniform width-based method ("uniform_width") divides the continuous data into N bins with equal width, while Uniform frequency-based method ("uniform_frequency") divides the continuous data into N bins with (approximate) equal count number. By default in both methods, the number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value
discretize2D returns a 2-dimensional count table.

Examples
# two numeric vectors that correspond to two continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
discretize2D(x,y, "uniform_width")

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform frequency" algorithm
discretize2D(x,y, "uniform_frequency")
discretize2d.uniform_width

Value
discretize2d.uniform_frequency returns a 2-dimensional count table.

Examples
# two numeric vectors corresponding to two continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform frequency" algorithm
discretize2d.uniform_frequency(x,y)


discretize2d.uniform_width
Discretize two sets of continuous data into 2-dimensional bins by "uniform width" method

Description
discretize2d.uniform_width assigns the observations of two continuous random variables to bins according to the "uniform width" method, and returns a corresponding 2-dimensional count table.

Usage
discretize2d.uniform_width(x, y)

Arguments
x
a numeric vector of the first random variable.
y
a numeric vector of the second random variable.

Details
Uniform width-based method ("uniform_width") divides the continuous data into N bins with equal width. The number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value
discretize2d.uniform_width returns a 2-dimensional count table.

Examples
# two numeric vectors corresponding to two continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
discretize2d.uniform_width(x,y)
discretize3D

Discretize 3-dimensional continuous data into bins

Description

The function of discretize3D is used to assign the observations of three sets of continuous random variables to bins, and returns a corresponding three-dimensional count table. Two of the most common discretization methods are available: "uniform width" and "uniform frequency".

Usage

discretize3D(x, y, z, algorithm = c("uniform_width", "uniform_frequency"))

Arguments

x
a numeric vector of the random variable x.
y
a numeric vector of the random variable y.
z
a numeric vector of the random variable z.
algorithm
two discretization algorithms are available, "uniform_width" is the default.

Details

Uniform width-based method ("uniform_width") divides the continuous data into N bins with equal width, while Uniform frequency-based method ("uniform_frequency") divides the continuous data into N bins with (approximate) equal count number. By default in both methods, the number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value

discretize3D returns a 3-dimensional count table.

Examples

# three vectors that correspond to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
discretize3D(x,y,z, "uniform_width")

# corresponding count table estimated by "uniform frequency" algorithm
discretize3D(x,y,z, "uniform_frequency")
Discretize three sets of continuous data into 3-dimensional bins by uniform frequency

Description

discretize3d.uniform_frequency assigns the observations of three continuous random variables to bins according to the "uniform frequency" method, and returns a corresponding 3-dimensional count table.

Usage

discretize3d.uniform_frequency(x, y, z)

Arguments

x a numeric vector of the first random variable.
y a numeric vector of the second random variable.
z a numeric vector of the third random variable.

Details

Uniform frequency-based method ("uniform_frequency") divides the continuous data into N bins with (approximate) equal count number. The number of bins N is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value

discretize3d.uniform_frequency returns a 3-dimensional count table.

Examples

# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform frequency" algorithm
discretize3d.uniform_frequency(x,y,z)
Discretize three sets of continuous data into 3-dimensional bins by "uniform width" method

Description

discretize3d.uniform_width assigns the observations of three continuous random variables to bins according to the "uniform width" method, and returns a corresponding 3-dimensional count table.

Usage

discretize3d.uniform_width(x, y, z)

Arguments

x a numeric vector of the first random variable.

y a numeric vector of the second random variable.

z a numeric vector of the third random variable.

Details

The uniform width-based method ("uniform_width") that divides the continuous data into N bins with equal width. The number of bins is initialized into a round-off value according to the square root of the data size.

Value

discretize3d.uniform_width returns a 3-dimensional count table.

Examples

# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
discretize3d.uniform_width(x, y, z)
Description

The II.measure function is used to calculate the amount information contained in a set of variables from the joint count table. The number of variables here is limited to three.

Usage

II.measure(
  XYZ,
  method = c("ML", "Jeffreys", "Laplace", "SG", "minimax", "shrink"),
  lambda.probs,
  unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"),
  verbose = TRUE
)

Arguments

XYZ a joint count distribution table of three random variables.
method six probability estimation algorithms are available, "ML" is the default.
lambda.probs the shrinkage intensity, only called when the probability estimator is "shrink".
unit the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".
verbose a logic variable. if verbose is true, report the shrinkage intensity.

Details

Six probability estimation methods are available to evaluate the underlying bin probability from observed counts:
method = "ML": maximum likelihood estimator, also referred to empirical probability,
method = "Jeffreys": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 0.5,
method = "Laplace": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 1,
method = "SG": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 1/length(XY),
method = "minimax": Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = sqrt(sum(XY))/length(XY),
method = "shrink": shrinkage estimator.

Value

II.measure returns the interaction information.

References

Examples

# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
XYZ <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")

# corresponding interaction information
II.measure(XYZ)

---

II.plugin A plug-in calculator for evaluating the interaction information

Description

II.plugin measures the amount of information contained in a set of variables from the joint probability distribution table. The number of variables here is limited to three.

Usage

II.plugin(probs, unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"))

Arguments

probs the joint probability distribution table of three random variables.
unit the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".

Value

II.plugin returns the interaction information.

References


Examples

# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
count_xyz <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")
# the joint probability distribution table of the count data
library("entropy")
probs_xyz <- freqs.empirical(count_xyz)

# corresponding interaction information
II.plugin(probs_xyz)

MI.measure  

## A comprehensive function for evaluating mutual information

### Description
The MI.measure function is used to calculate the mutual information between two random variables from the joint count table.

### Usage

```r
MI.measure(
  XY,
  method = c("ML", "Jeffreys", "Laplace", "SG", "minimax", "shrink"),
  lambda.probs,
  unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"),
  verbose = TRUE
)
```

### Arguments
- **XY**: a joint count distribution table of two random variables.
- **method**: six probability estimation algorithms are available, "ML" is the default.
- **lambda.probs**: the shrinkage intensity, only called when the probability estimator is "shrink".
- **unit**: the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".
- **verbose**: a logic variable. if verbose is true, report the shrinkage intensity.

### Details
Six probability estimation methods are available to evaluate the underlying bin probability from observed counts:
- **method = "ML"**: maximum likelihood estimator, also referred to empirical probability,
- **method = "Jeffreys"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 0.5,
- **method = "Laplace"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 1,
- **method = "SG"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = 1/length(XY),
- **method = "minimax"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior a = sqrt(sum(XY))/length(XY),
- **method = "shrink"**: shrinkage estimator.

### Value
MI.measure returns the mutual information.
References

Examples

# two numeric vectors corresponding to two continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
XY <- discretize2D(x, y, "uniform_width")

# corresponding mutual information
MI.measure(XY)

---

**MI.plugin**  
A plug-in calculator for evaluating mutual information

---

**Description**
MI.plugin measures the mutual information between two random variables from the joint probability distribution table.

**Usage**

```r
MI.plugin(probs, unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"))
```

**Arguments**

- `probs`: the joint probability distribution table of two random variables.
- `unit`: the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".

**Value**

MI.plugin returns the mutual information.

**Examples**

# two numeric vectors corresponding to two continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
count_xy <- discretize2D(x, y, "uniform_width")
# the joint probability distribution table of the count data
library("entropy")
probs_xy <- freqs.empirical(count_xy)

# corresponding mutual information
MI.plugin(probs_xy)

---

**DESCRIPTION**

The PID.measure function is used to decompose two source information acting on the common target into four parts: joint information (synergy), unique information from source x, unique information from source y and shared information (redundancy). The input of the PID.measure is the joint count table.

**Usage**

```r
PID.measure(
   xyz, 
   method = c("ML", "Jeffreys", "Laplace", "SG", "minimax", "shrink"), 
   lambda.probs, 
   unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"), 
   verbose = TRUE
)
```

**Arguments**

- **xyz**: a joint count distribution table of three random variables
- **method**: six probability estimation algorithms are available, "ML" is the default.
- **lambda.probs**: the shrinkage intensity, only called when the probability estimator is "shrink".
- **unit**: the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".
- **verbose**: a logic variable. if verbose is true, report the shrinkage intensity.

**Details**

Six probability estimation methods are available to evaluate the underlying bin probability from observed counts:
- **method = "ML"**: maximum likelihood estimator, also referred to empirical probability,
- **method = "Jeffreys"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior \( a = 0.5 \),
- **method = "Laplace"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior \( a = 1 \),
- **method = "SG"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior \( a = 1/\text{length}(XY) \),
- **method = "minimax"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior \( a = \sqrt{\text{sum}(XY)/\text{length}(XY)} \),
- **method = "shrink"**: shrinkage estimator.
PID.plugin

A plug-in calculator for evaluating partial information decomposition

Description

PID.plugin decomposes two source information acting on the common target into four parts: joint information (synergy), unique information from source x, unique information from source y and shared information (redundancy). The input of PMI.plug is the joint probability distribution table.

Usage

PID.plugin(probs, unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"))
PMI.measure

Arguments

probs the joint probability distribution of three random variables.
unit the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".

Value

PID.plugin returns a list that includes synergistic information, unique information from source x, unique information from source y, redundant information and the sum of the four parts of information.

References


Examples

# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
count_xyz <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")

# the joint probability distribution table of the count data
library("entropy")
probs_xyz <- freqs.empirical(count_xyz)

# corresponding partial information decomposition
PID.plugin(probs_xyz)

A comprehensive function for evaluating part mutual information

Description

The PMI.measure function is used to calculate the non-linearly direct dependencies between two variables conditioned on the third one form the joint count table.
Usage

```r
PMI.measure(
  XYZ,
  method = c("ML", "Jeffreys", "Laplace", "SG", "minimax", "shrink"),
  lambda.probs,
  unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"),
  verbose = TRUE
)
```

Arguments

- **XYZ**: a joint count distribution table of three random variables.
- **method**: six probability estimation algorithms are available, "ML" is the default.
- **lambda.probs**: the shrinkage intensity, only called when the probability estimator is "shrink".
- **unit**: the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".
- **verbose**: a logic variable. if verbose is true, report the shrinkage intensity.

Details

Six probability estimation methods are available to evaluate the underlying bin probability from observed counts:
- **method = "ML"**: maximum likelihood estimator, also referred to empirical probability,
- **method = "Jeffreys"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior $a = 0.5$,
- **method = "Laplace"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior $a = 1$,
- **method = "SG"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior $a = 1/\text{length}(XY)$,
- **method = "minimax"**: Dirichlet distribution estimator with prior $a = \sqrt{\text{sum}(XY)/\text{length}(XY)}$,
- **method = "shrink"**: shrinkage estimator.

Value

PMI.measure returns the part mutual information.

References


Examples

```r
# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)
```
# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
XYZ <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")

# corresponding part mutual information
PMI.measure(XYZ)

---

**PMI.plugin**

A plug-in calculator for evaluating the part mutual information

**Description**

PMI.plugin measures the non-linearly direct dependencies between two variables conditioned on the third one form the joint probability distribution table.

**Usage**

```r
PMI.plugin(probs, unit = c("log", "log2", "log10"))
```

**Arguments**

- `probs` the joint probability distribution table of three random variables.
- `unit` the base of the logarithm. The default is natural logarithm, which is "log". For evaluating entropy in bits, it is suggested to set the unit to "log2".

**Value**

PMI.plugin returns the part mutual information.

**References**


**Examples**

```r
# three numeric vectors corresponding to three continuous random variables
x <- c(0.0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 1.0)
y <- c(1.0, 2.0, 12, 8.0, 1.0, 9.0, 0.0, 3.0, 9.0)
z <- c(3.0, 7.0, 2.0, 11, 10, 10, 14, 2.0, 11)

# corresponding joint count table estimated by "uniform width" algorithm
count_xyz <- discretize3D(x, y, z, "uniform_width")

# the joint probability distribution table of the count data
library("entropy")
probs_xyz <- freqs.empirical(count_xyz)

# corresponding part mutual information
PMI.plugin(probs_xyz)
```
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